Pioneer avh-x5700bhs wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of pioneer car stereo wiring diagram free. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined conventional pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the elements of the
circuit as streamlined forms, and also the power and signal links in between the devices. A
wiring diagram normally gives information concerning the family member placement as well as
arrangement of devices and also terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the
tool. A photographic layout would reveal much more detail of the physical look, whereas a
wiring diagram makes use of a much more symbolic symbols to emphasize interconnections
over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently used to repair troubles and also to
earn certain that the links have actually been made as well as that whatever is present.
Assortment of pioneer car stereo wiring diagram free. Click on the image to enlarge, and then
save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. Architectural circuitry layouts show the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, as well as long-term
electrical solutions in a building. Interconnecting wire courses may be revealed about, where
certain receptacles or fixtures need to get on an usual circuit. The electrical signs not just show
where something is to be mounted, but additionally what type of device is being installed. A
surface ceiling light is revealed by one sign, a recessed ceiling light has a various symbol, and
also a surface area fluorescent light has another sign. On huge projects symbols could be
numbered to show, for example, the panel board as well as circuit to which the device attaches,
as well as additionally to recognize which of a number of types of component are to be set up at
that place. A collection of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical examination
authority to accept connection of the home to the general public electrical supply system.
Wiring representations will certainly likewise include panel schedules for breaker panelboards,
and riser diagrams for unique services such as fire alarm system or closed circuit television or
various other special services. Pioneer Avh Xbhs Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a
simplified welcome pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of
the circuit as simplified shapes, and the knack and signal links amongst the devices. A wiring
diagram usually gives opinion virtually the relative turn and union of devices and terminals on
the devices, to encourage in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would operate
more detail of the beast appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation
to stress interconnections beyond instinctive appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to make clear that every the connections have been made and that
whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams fake the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical services in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use conventional symbols for wiring
devices, usually alternating from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
solitary measure where something is to be installed, but as well as what type of device is
visceral installed. For example, a surface ceiling buoyant is shown by one symbol, a recessed
ceiling blithe has a rotate symbol, and a surface fluorescent open has complementary symbol.
Each type of switch has a stand-in story and therefore reach the various outlets. There are
symbols that deed the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of
wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to accept membership of
the dwelling to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will as a consequence affix
panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such
as flare alarm or closed circuit television or further special services. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept
Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Pioneer know longer uses its old school method of grounding the parking brake
wire. They are now hip to our old tricks and require what is called a pulsed input in order to
watch movies. What this means for us now is that we have to use other methods such as

installing a switch that allows you to flip it on and then off in order for your movies to play. This
switch mounts behind your new radio and works perfectly. Best part is that you can install it in
about 1 minute tops! While it is a cool add on option to enjoy while driving we recommend you
and every shop customer to understand that it is against the law to have a movie playing while
driving. We also understand that safety is pretty boring. We get it, you want to listen to a movie
or have something to entertain your kids on long trips. We ask that you please consider safety
before performing this installation. There are a few ways to do this, but its important to
understand your limitations. Use a thin [â€¦]. Its pretty frequent that we get customers that have
audio issues due to factory amplifier or speaker mishaps that require an amp [â€¦]. Quick Links.
See also: Owner's Manual. This service manual should be used together with the following
manual s :. DVD Mech. Module : Circuit Descriptions, Mech. Descriptions, Disassembly,. A
specially instructed person should do servicing operation of the apparatus. Replaced only with
the same or equivalent type recommended by the manufacturer. Discord used batteries
according to the manufacturer's instructions. Page 4: Table Of Contents Page 6: Service
Precautions Page 7 Be careful not to burn yourself. Page 8: Notes On Soldering 2. Other
trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. Page Pcb Locations 3. Page
18 B. Page Power Supply System Figure Page 21 1. Page 23 1. Page 25 Pioneer Service Station.
Page Connector Function Description 5. Page Service Mode 6. Page 37 Remote controller key
Check is interrupted Band Outermost circle check result screen Finished normally Finished
abnormally Operational description Remote controller key Check is finished Band 2. When
touching the last 17th cursor, calibration values at 16 points and information of normal finish in
17 bytes are written in EEPROM and the screen returns to TOP menu by pressing a key. Page 39
Operational description Remote controller key Return to top menu Band 4. Adjust the number to
minimize the flicker. Color Bar Display of color bar signals. Raster Signal Display of signals for
step confirmation. Center Marker Display of signal for screen central location setting. Page 49
Display of step signals and signals for alpha blend check. Page 54 Designation of digit by
command 1 and 2. Fix by command 5. In such a case, it is necessary to turn the power off and
start the test mode once again. Page 55 [Note] If the power on time is hours or more, it is always
reported as hours. Specifications of display [Content] 1. A white rectangle frame is displayed in
menu. Page Disassembly Disconnect the four connectors. Remove the four screws and then
remove the Service Unit Monitor. Page 60 Slide the Bracket in the direction indicated by an
arrow and then release the dowel. Left side and Right side Remove the Bracket. Attention at
assembly: When installing the Bracket, put the dowels of the Chassis in the slits of the Bracket
securely. Interface PCB Straighten the tab at location indicated. Remove the two screws and
then remove the Interface PCB. Remove the four screws and then remove the Mother PCB.
Mother PCB Fig. If the product hangs up turn the power OFF immediately. Laser diode may be
damaged. Page 63 Adjustment screwdriver : crosshead, No. Power adjustment standard RF
level adjustment value The setup is completed. Page 65 Return the state of mecha to clockwise.
Check in the state of Tracking Close Refer to FE test mode function flow. Power off. Page Serial
Number Edit The frequency of the clock signal is 9. The clock signal should be 9. If the clock
signal is out of the range, the X'tal X should be replaced with new one. Page Exploded Views
And Parts List For the applying amount of lubricants or glue, follow the instructions in this
manual. In the case of no amount instructions,apply as you think it appropriate. Regarding the
availability of paper manual, contact Pioneer Service representative in your region. Page
Exterior 1 9. Page Exterior 2 9. Page Dvd Mechanism Module 2 9. Page 81 Therefore, when
replacing, be sure to use parts of discrete resistors. Symbol indicates a capacitor. No
differentiation is made between chip capacitors and : The power supply is shown with the
marked box. Page Mother Pcb Ls2. Page Mother Pcb Bt Page C C 0. Page Service Unit Keyboard
Page 0. Page Electrical Parts List The expression of the unit in this manual is shown by u
instead of. Please do not make a mistake. Circuit Symbol and No. Part No. Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. Table of Contents. The serial
number is located on the bottom of this unit. For your own security and. Para su. Page 3
Contents Adjusting the response positions of the touch Creating a shortcut In such cases,
perform the following procedure to check the Clearing the Bluetooth memory software version
on this unit. Others may not work correctly. Page 18 The settings and cables required for
connecting each device, and the available sources are as follows. Touch again to cancel.
Displays the preset channel list. Starting procedure Select an item on the list "1" Select an item
on the list "1" to "6" Abcdefghi FM band to switch to the preset channel. Track number indicator
The radio settings screen appears. Page 22 Disc Video source screen 2 Video source screen 2
Hides the touch panel keys. Performs frame-by-frame playback. Performs slow-motion
playback. Plays files in random order. Page Starting Procedure For Disc Compressed files You

can play compressed audio, compressed video or still image 5 Touch the desired song title or
file name to Operations common to all file files stored in a disc or a USB storage device. Audio
source screen 1 Changes the audiobook speed. Page Connecting Your Ipod If you touch the
artwork, the list of songs in the album is devices are connected to this product via Bluetooth.
Page Pandora Creates a new station. Page Starting Procedure If you use a smartphone, connect
via Bluetooth. Page Starting Procedure Bluetooth audio player Selects a file from the list. Do not
turn off this product while the activation message is displayed. Automatically start songs from
the beginning when you tune You can scan each channel in the selected category. Page System
Settings 2nd camera image. Page Switching The Rear Speaker Output Audio adjustments p This
function is not available when adjusting the High The following items are available: Adjusting
the speaker output speaker. Page Using The Equalizer Audio adjustments p If you trail a finger
across the bars of multiple equalizer Using the equalizer Before operating the Auto EQ bands,
the equalizer curve settings will be set to the value of function the touched point on each bar.
Page Saving The Sound Settings Audio adjustments Theme menu 1 Stop the vehicle in a quiet
place, close all the 13 Store the microphone carefully in the glove Selecting the background
doors, windows and sun roof, and then turn the compartment or another safe place. Setting the
top-priority tion color. For Sets the parental lock level. Setting parental lock p We recommend to
keep a record of your code number in case you forget it. Page Connection Do not turn off the
engine while restoring the settings. This product is designed for professional installation only.
We recommend that only 2 Touch [Restore Settings]. The current capacity of the lead will be
exceeded, causing navigation unit. This lead must be connected to the power supply side of the
parking brake switch. Camera View mode also allows you to check a RCA cable sold separately
what is behind you while driving. Page Error Messages â€” When an Android device is
connected, disconnect the tact your dealer or the nearest authorized Pioneer service Skip limit
reached. Bluetooth connection from this product and then recon- center for assistance. Page
Media Compatibility Chart Appendix exactly the same. However, if there is only one DivX file
and MP3 compatibility Sampling frequency: 16 kHz to 48 kHz one subtitle file in a single folder,
the files are associated Quantization bits: 8 bits and 16 bits Ver. Other trademarks environment
in which the file was created or on the contents. The LCD screen can scratch easily. Enregistrer
et connecter un HD Radio Page 77 Utilisation de base Cela pourrait endommager les
haut-parleurs. Touchez la barre de recherche initiale pour utiliser cette fonction. Page Appareil
Android 9 Jaune F. Veuillez nement normal. Niveau de sortie : Gain Reproduce los archivos en
orden aleatorio. Funcionamiento de archivos de 2 Conecte el dispositivo de almacenamiento
Guardar la imagen como fondo de USB. Page Ipod Archivos iPod comprimidos Pantalla de
fuente de audio 1 Cambia la velocidad del audiolibro. El color personalizado se almacena en la
memoria. Pioneer recomienda que no instale este producto usted mismo. Bluetooth 3. Manuel
Avila Camacho , 10 piso Col. Lomas de Chapultepec, Mexico, D. This manual is also suitable
for: Avh-xbs Avh-xbhs Avh-xs Avh-xbs. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign
In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.
You can play, pause and skip tracks, browse playlists, albums and radio stations on the go
using the Pioneer controls. If you are a Spotify premium user requires a monthly paid
subscription , you can enjoy ad-free, high quality music even when there is no internet
connection. Great music discovery is effortless and free with Pandora. Just start with the name
of one of your favorite artists, songs, genres or composers and Pandora will do the rest. With
the AVH-XBHS, you can enjoy superior sound quality and full control of the Pandora experience
in your car directly from the touchscreen display of the receiver. You are able to give tracks
"thumbs up" or "thumbs down," bookmark a song so you can purchase it later, easily switch
between your personalized radio stations, and view full track data. Pioneer has made it easier to
create new Pandora stations while the app is in use with the Pandora Station Creation feature.
Both iPhone and select Android users can simply press and hold a button on the receiver to
create a new Pandora station dynamically from the currently playing song or artist. Android
devices need to be paired to the receiver via Bluetooth while the Pandora app is running. This
feature is compatible with iOS devices that have voice recognition capability. Siri Eyes Free
provides access to many iPhone functions such as music selection, making phone calls and
listening to text messages, calendar information, and reminders. Simply connect the SiriusXM
Connect Vehicle Tuner to the dedicated port on the rear of the receiver and control and enjoy
satellite radio without additional translators or cables. Also, a subscription to SiriusXM Radio is
required. With HD Radio, you can listen to the radio in the same unmatched fidelity as your
digital music. This versatile hideaway unit allows you to switch to navigation mode with the
touch of a button. Get to your destination by inputting an address or search through the POI
library while enjoying whatever source is currently playing. Dual Camera inputs can offer a
secondary camera to assist with driving, towing, or parking. The first camera is dedicated to

rear view, but the second camera can be selectable to another location on the vehicle for
additional assistance for driving, towing, or parking. Simply connect your USB compatible
device and listen as tracks are joined by various random sound effects in nonstop mix play to
keep the groove going in full swing. Choose among multiple patterns of lighting variations from
sound pressure level or low-pass synchronization modes. Users of Android devices running
operating system 4. MTP allows the receiver to recognize the Android smartphone as a music
storage device. Metadata information such as track, artist, and album name can be displayed.
Song, artist, time and album information are beautifully displayed on the 7" touchscreen.
Powerful tools such as Link Search and Alphabet Search help you find content faster. The
system's wired USB connection provides direct digital signal transfer from the device for clean,
clear sound, while providing 1 amp of current to keep your iPod or iPhone charged. Also
choose from several background images to suit your mood. Buy Online. Firmware Update
Letter. Update Instructions. It features a new clear resistive touchscreen that provides brighter,
more vibrant colors and increased touch sensitivity, making it more responsive than traditional
resistive touch panels. Users of iPhone 5 or newer and
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select Android smartphones can gain access to certain apps using the following cables:.
Nearly doubling the bandwidth of the frequency helps bring call quality similar to FM reception.
Now calls can be picked up by either of the paired phones, eliminating the need to pair and
unpair devices. For more information and to sign up for a free account, visit: Pandora. To learn
more or to purchase the tuner, please visit SiriusXM. More Music. More Stations. More Features.
Digital Sounds. No Subscription. Dual Camera Inputs Dual Camera inputs can offer a secondary
camera to assist with driving, towing, or parking. Keep the Party Going! Android Music Support
Users of Android devices running operating system 4. Now using component video playback,
the video quality of DVD playback is improved. Home Screen Shortcuts Customization.
Integration Voice Control. General Detachable Face Security Fixed. Warranty must be
purchased from an Authorized Pioneer Dealer 1 Year. Owner's Manual Limited Warranty.

